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Welcome to the Antioch University Writing Centers! 


Writing support, conversation, and comments for Antioch students








→ Make an Appointment by Zoom or Phone


→ Send a Document for Written Feedback


The Writing Centers are here to help you adjust to writing at Antioch! Whether you feel like an expert, or find academic writing stressful, everyone can benefit from feedback when challenged to write in new contexts, for new audiences, and about new concepts, especially if it’s been a while since you have taken classes or pursued a degree.  We offer live face-to-face sessions about your writing (online and at our campus Centers), as well as written comments on drafts (through our Virtual Writing Center). Our peer and professional writing consultants are here for you from the moment you get your first assignment and work with all stages of the writing process and all types of writing. Watch for our FREE workshops every term on academic, creative, and professional writing!
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				Reserve a Time to Discuss Your Writing




	
	How to Sign Up (for first-time visitors) 

	
	
	What to Expect in a Session 

	


 Send a Document for Written Feedback




	How to use the Virtual Writing Center


 About the Writing Centers:


	
	Writing Center Staff

	
	
	Los Angeles Campus

	
	
	New England Campus

	
	
	Santa Barbara Campus

	
	
	Seattle Campus

	
	
	Virtual Writing Center

	



Professional Editing and Coaching for Larger Projects (fee-based):


	
	The Writers' Exchange

	






		   

        



        

								

								
							

						

					





						
							Resource Categories

								
									
			
				At the Writing Centers, we assist with:


	Academic Writing: Principles and expectations of academic writing.
	Getting Started: Understanding assignments, brainstorming, outlining, and asking key questions. 
	Structuring Your Writing: Developing a controlling theme, organizing supporting points, and framing sections. 
	Revising and Polishing: Writing concisely, adjusting flow and focus for your audience, and learning editing techniques. 
	Integrating Sources: Supporting assertions, quoting and paraphrasing, and formatting references.  
	Grammar, Spelling, and Punctuation: Catching small mistakes.
	APA Style: Writing within the conventions and expectations of the APA.
	Presentation Support: Building, organizing, and formatting your Power Point slides or Prezi layout.  
	Resumes and Cover Letters: Composing your resume, cover letter, or CV for a job or internship. 









We believe writers at all levels benefit from feedback on their work. Even expert writers do their best work when they are supported by other writers and actively seek to improve their practice. 
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